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INTRODUCTION
Learning to fly a Radio Controlled (R/C) airplane is a great deal of fun, but it is also a very serious
business. R/C airplanes should not be thought of as toys. A badly flown R/C model has the potential to
be a very dangerous object. Having said that, there are few greater pleasures to the hobbyist than
watching a model aircraft fly under confident control. To obtain this confidence a student should
participate in a MAAC approved Wings program, like the one offered by Burlington R/C Modelers.
There is no set time required to learn to fly an R/C airplane. Some students may get through the program
in as few as half a dozen lessons and others may require a several of seasons. In either case, a great deal
of fun is had by both the student and the instructor. The availability of Flight Simulators has proven to
be very useful in shortening the learning process.
The purpose of this guide is to prepare the student for the different categories and levels of the program,
and to give a brief description of each area to be covered. Also included are the rules of the program
which must be strictly adhered to. These rules have been developed over many years of R/C flying by
many R/C pilots and are for the safety of the student, other pilots, the general public and the field itself.
Many fields have been lost to clubs because of safety and noise issues.
Good luck with your course of instruction and have fun!

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE WINGS PROGRAM
• Ground school must be attended by students before any flying instruction will begin.
• Ground school will be held on a Saturday or Sunday morning, usually at the Bayview field at the
beginning of the flying season. Depending on demand, further Schools may be scheduled later in
the flying season. The school lasts about 3 hours.
• All Students participating in the Wings Program for instruction MUST have an aircraft ready to
fly. The previous arrangement where the club had Trainer aircraft, radios and field boxes
available has been discontinued. It is not mandatory to have the aircraft available at the time of
the Ground School and the characteristics of a good trainer will be discussed at the School.
• No more than two students will be allowed to fly at the same time.
• Instruction will be available at both Bayview and Bronte. Students should indicate a preference
on the Wings application form.
• Instruction times will be arranged between instructor and student.
• If the student is unable to arrange a time with instructor for two consecutive weeks, he/she may
be placed at the end of the waiting list.
At this time the Wings Program is only available for fixed wing aircraft. A student who wishes to
receive guidance in learning to fly helicopters or multi-copters may be able to enlist the assistance of
one of the many experienced pilots of these types of aircraft who are members of BRCM. Flight
simulators are of even greater benefit to learning how to fly helicopters than they are for fixed wing
aircraft.
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ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS
Before any student can take part in the BRCM Wings Program this manual must be read and understood.
The student must confirm agreement to respect the rules of the Club and this program by signing the last
page of this guide and returning it to the Wings Director
1. Membership in BRCM and MAAC is a prerequisite for this program. Details of both are
available from any member of the Club Executive or the Wings Director.
2. Frequency control, noise, flying hours and the Club’s safety rules are to be adhered to at all
times.
3. Read and adhere to the BRCM Code of Safety and Etiquette, a copy of which is contained in this
manual.
4. To be included in the Wings Program, the student must register during one of the regular Club
meetings, at Skycraft Hobby Shop or with the Wings Director. Application forms may be
downloaded from the BRCM Website, brcm.org.
5. Membership in BRCM does not automatically entitle a member to inclusion in the Wings
Program, although it does bind a new member to adherence of the rules of the BRCM Club.
6. Burlington Radio Control Modelers or any of its appointed instructors may not be held
responsible for loss or damage to a student’s airplane and/or equipment.
7. Your Wings training period has a maximum duration of two years. If you have failed to obtain
your Wings at the end of that period you will be moved to the end of the waiting list so that
others may receive training.
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RULES OF THE PROGRAM
These rules are designed to safeguard the student, other pilots and the general public at large. There will
be penalties for any infringement of these rules.
The BRCM executives have sole control of the implementation of both the rules and the penalties as laid
out in this Guide.
1. SIGN UP
Signing up does not necessarily guarantee that a student will receive flying instruction in
that year. It will depend on the number of enrollments and the number of available
instructors. Every effort will be made by the Wings Director to include all new students
and any students who carry over from the previous year. It will be on a first come first
served basis. No reservation is allowed. Students will be taken from the waiting list when
an instructor is available.
2. ENROLLMENT
Once a student has been enrolled in the program it is his/her responsibility to maintain
contact with the Wings Director until a Flying Instructor has been assigned.
a. All students must attend a Ground School prior to receiving flying instruction.
b. All aircraft and equipment will be inspected by an instructor to determine its safe
condition and suitability for use as a Trainer. Equipment found not to be acceptable must
be fixed and, if it does not achieve an airworthy condition in a reasonable time from its
first inspection, the student may be bumped to the end of the waiting list at the BRCM
executives’ discretion.
c. If for any reason a student fails to arrange the next lesson within a two week period, the
instructor must be informed as soon as possible. If the instructor is unobtainable, the
Wings Director should be contacted. Failure to do so could place that student at the end
of the waiting list, at the BRCM executive’s discretion.
d. If a student does not show at the pre-arranged time TWICE and does not inform either the
instructor or the Wings Director, the student will be placed at the end of the waiting list.
Again at the discretion of the BRCM executive. This may be appealed if there are
extenuating circumstances.
e. If at any time during the season, a student’s aircraft or radio becomes unsafe for flying,
the instructor will make a decision to:
i. Place the student on a waiting list until the equipment is again airworthy.
ii. Suggest replacement equipment, new or borrowed.
iii. Suspend lessons until the situation is resolved.
f. The student is under the direction of the instructor during the flying session. The student
should not question the instructor’s ability or intention during flying sessions. Any
disagreement should be discussed when the aircraft is safely on the ground and in the pit
area with the engine and radio shut off.
g. A student should only fly with the assigned instructor. However, a student can notify his
instructor that he is going to obtain further instruction at another time with another
approved instructor. This will be at the mutual consent of the student and instructors.
h. The student is responsible for his/her own progress record, a copy is enclosed in this
manual. (Page 25) The student will present their Wings progress record sheet to the
instructor to be completed at the end of every lesson. Failure to do so may result in
lessons being postponed or cancelled. Prior to a Wings Proficiency test, the student’s
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progress chart must be presented to the examining pilots. If the record is not presented at
the time of the test, a suitable explanation must be given or the test will be rescheduled.
i. During the course of instruction, if any major safety code is breached as a result of a
student willfully ignoring directions, the student will be removed from the program for
the rest of the season. An appeal can be made to the BRCM executives.
j. It is necessary that students purchase a radio transmitter capable of being linked to
another transmitter, to form a buddy box system. The buddy box system is used during
the early part of the flight training, allowing the instructor to quickly take control of the
airplane if the student is in difficulty. This greatly reduces the probability of a crash.
k. Frequency Board Rules:
Until relatively recently model aircraft used a frequency of 72 MHz, which restricted
flying of a single aircraft on any of the 50 channels at the same time. Although these old
transmitters are still legally in use, a frequency of 2.4 GHz is now the norm, and there is
no restriction on the number of aircraft operating on this frequency at the same time.
If a student has a radio operating on 72 MHz they MUST understand the purpose and use
of the Frequency Board (Page 19). This will be fully explained at the Ground School.
WHAT AIRCRAFT IS SUITABLE AS A TRAINER
Choosing proper type is very important. There are many to choose from, but the best choice is a high
wing cabin type of at least 55” wingspan with tricycle landing gear. Using a relatively large aircraft will
make your training, particularly in the very early stages, easier and less stressful. It is easier to see,
more stable in flight and less sensitive to wind, increasing the number of days when you can be flying
rather than watching and wishing.
Until recently, the recommendation would have been for a model using a .40 cubic inch “glow” engine,
and that is still a very reasonable choice. However, electric motors and batteries have developed
tremendously in the last few years and a student proposing to buy new equipment should consider the
advantages of electric vs. glow. For some, the art of starting and tuning a glow engine can be more
difficult than learning to fly! Regardless of the power source, the Trainer aircraft will be similar.
Another consideration is whether to buy an ARF (Almost Ready to Fly) kit or a kit consisting of a plan
and lots of pieces of balsa and plywood. Alternatively you may consider buying a used aircraft. These
are readily available because, once a student has learned to fly, the stability of the trainer limits its
ability and flying it becomes somewhat boring, so he/she wants something more aerobatic, usually
moving on to a mid or low wing aircraft. If you buy used from someone you don’t know (from a swap
meet for example) you should have an experienced flyer look it over before making the commitment.
Often an aircraft that may look good to the student could have been badly built, or crashed and not well
repaired, making it a poor investment.
Most students will probably go for the ARF option, though the balsa/ply models tend not to stand up
well to rough treatment and are much more difficult for the novice to repair.
The choice is very broad and the BRCM does not recommend a specific manufacturer or model. The
following are a number of ARF models that should meet the needs of a student.
•
•
•
•
•

Hobico NexSTAR. Balsa/ply available with Electric (EP) or Glow power
Sig Kadet 42B. Balsa/ply available with Electric (EP) or Glow power (LT)
Flyzone Sensei EP. Foam with Electric power
E-Flite Apprentice S 15E. Foam, Electric only. Model has SAFE stability system included.
Hangar 9 ALPHA 40. Balsa/ply Glow only
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It is up to the student to choose his/her airplane. It is generally recommended that the student stay with a
high wing tricycle undercarriage trainer type airplane. The tricycle undercarriage makes ground
handling much easier. Choosing a lightweight, small or low wing model may restrict Instructor
availability. However, at least one Instructor has had great success teaching Students with the Electrifly
Super Sportster EP which is a low wing tail dragger, at 40” wing span somewhat smaller than the
normal suggested size, so this just confirms that there is no single simple answer.
Some of the models listed above are available in both kit form and as an ARF (Almost Ready to Fly)
where the bulk of the construction and covering are done by the manufacturer. However, the
engine/motor, the servos etc. must be bought and installed separately. More complete systems are
referred to as RR (Receiver Ready) which just require the radio and RTF (Ready To Fly) where the
servos, engine/motor, receiver etc. are already installed and the radio transmitter is included. While the
transmitters supplied are adequate for the aircraft, they may be too limited for future projects, and they
must have the capability of being connected in a “buddy box” arrangement if they are to be used in the
Wings Program. ARFs are a handy way to get started flying quickly but choose one for which spare
parts are readily available so that you can quickly resume instruction following a crash.
The choice of engines is about as wide as for kits. Generally a good quality 40 size (0.40 Cubic inch
displacement) two stroke glow engine is recommended such as: O.S., Thunder Tiger, ASP, K&B or
Super Tigre.
The type of electric motor normally used is called a brushless outrunner and manufacturers use a variety
of model numbers, so identification is more confusing than with glow engines, where 40 size covers all.
Batteries have also changed over the past few years and normally LiPo (Lithium Polymer) cells are used
for powering motors. They require a special charger and must be treated with extreme care, both in
charging and handling. If you go electric you will need at least three flight batteries if you are to
maximize your instruction time, where practice is the key to successfully gaining your Wings.
There are many external resources available, such as your local hobby shop, but Great Hobbies has a
discussion on trainer aircraft, “Getting Started in Radio Control Aircraft”, available on their website
http://www.greathobbies.com/beginners/rcaircraft/index.php
WHAT RADIO SHOULD I USE
The Radio again offers a wide choice but it is important that you buy a popular brand name with a buddy
box capability and, if new, the 2.4 GHz is important. Be aware that some RTF (Ready to Fly) packages,
which include the transmitter, do not have this capability. The club has Buddy Boxes for Spectrum,
Futaba and JR radios. However, if you can afford it, there are definite advantages to having your own,
because it will avoid having to set the trims every session, and you won’t arrive at the field to find that
another student is using the club buddy box that you need for your transmitter.
A four channel radio is all that is required for a trainer, but if you can afford it, six channels may be
more useful for the future. If you have any doubt about what to purchase, discuss with a club member,
an instructor or an experienced hobby shop sales person.
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
Whether you decide to use a Glow engine or an electric motor you will require additional equipment in
order to be able to operate your aircraft and the cost of this should be taken into account before
committing to the Wings program.
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FLIGHT BOX
When you have the necessary items listed below, you will require some type of box in which to keep
them and transport them to the flying field. Visit one of our fields and look at what pilots have. You
will see that almost every pilot has something different! Some people take almost their complete
workshop and others are “minimalists”, who just take the essentials.
The flight box will be different, depending on the aircraft power unit, Glow or electric, and you can
either build your own or purchase a variety of box kits from your local Hobby Shop.
ELECTRIC POWER
Charger. In addition to the charger supplied with the radio, you will need a charger for the flight
batteries. Some ARF products include a charger, but it will probably only operate from 110 Volt mains
power and charge slowly. You will also want to re-charge flight batteries at the field in order to extend
your instruction session. Typically you will only get under 10 minutes of flying before the battery needs
to be re-charged.
Bayview has mains power but Bronte does not, so you should consider a dual input voltage charger
which will allow the use of 110 Volts when it is available, but also 12 Volts from your car battery or a
battery in your field box. These chargers will replenish a flight battery in under an hour. They are
available in a range of outputs and you should be sure to get one that will charge up to a four cell pack.
If you can afford it, consider one with a capability to handle a six cell, because your next airplane after
the trainer may need this size battery.
Flight Batteries: As mentioned above, a battery will provide under 10 minutes flight time, so you should
have at least one extra battery, more unless you are able to re-charge at the field.
GLOW POWER
Fuel container and pump: The Glow engine burns a methanol/oil mix, which requires a container and a
pump to transfer the fuel into the aircraft on-board tank. Many pilots use the one gallon jug that the fuel
comes in, but it will need a modified screw cap, providing an outlet to the pump.
Pumps may be hand cranked or electric. If electric a 12 Volt battery will be required, to be carried in the
flight box. Glow fuel normally has an addition of Nitromethane to improve performance, and fuels are
sold with a range of Nitro content. Typically 10% is all you need for normal sport flying.
Glow Starter: The engine gas a screwed in glow plug and this requires a 1.2 to 1.5 Volt power supply to
cause the coil to heat up. This ignites the fuel when the engine is flicked over, thus allowing the engine
to start. Once running, the coil remains hot without the electrical power.
Glow starters may have a small NiCd rechargeable battery, or take power from the 12 Volt battery in the
flight box – but then a Power Panel is required to convert 12 Volts down to 1.2 Volts, adding to cost.
Engine Starter: In order to start the engine, it must have fuel and an energized glow plug, then the
propeller has to be rotated rapidly. Fingers are not suitable for this! The cheapest device is a “chicken
stick”, a wooden stick with a rubber sleeve on the end. Since many students (and Pilots) have difficulty
in hand starting engines, they use an electric starter, but this again requires a 12 Volt battery.
Glow Plugs: These do not last forever, so it is useful to have at least one spare in the flight box. Be sure
that it is the type for your specific engine, because there are many variables.
Tail Restraint: When you start a glow engine, you are crouched right in front of a rotating sharp edged
propeller, so it is essential that the aircraft be restrained. The simplest way is with a strong cord loop
and a good sized screwdriver or spike. The cord is put round the tail plane and the screwdriver or spike,
which is stuck firmly in the ground.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROGRAM
The program will take a structured approach to the student’s progress through the various levels of
obtaining the MAAC Pilots Wings. The Levels are listed below with a brief explanation of what is
involved. A more in-depth discussion is found later in this Guide.
LEVEL 1 GROUND SCHOOL
During this phase of the program, the student will be introduced to the need for safety, etiquette at the
field, basic explanation of how airplanes fly, trainer aircraft selection and Radio Control of models.
LEVEL 2 PRE-FLIGHT CHECK
This level is designed to teach the student how to safely start and operate an airplane. The student’s
aircraft will be inspected and checked out for air worthiness, safety and noise level. Depending on the
number of students at a ground school session, this may be possible at the ground school itself but if not
it will be scheduled for later by the assigned instructor. The student’s designated Instructor will always
check over the aircraft prior to flight and will normally make the first flight of the day to check the trim.
LEVEL 3 BASIC FLYING SKILLS
This level introduces the student to the different skills involved in flying at a constant height, turns,
climbs, descents, figure 8 and oval patterns.
LEVEL 4 TAKE OFF AND LANDING
The student learns to taxi, take off and land.
LEVEL 5 MORE ADVANCED MANEUVERS
This level takes the student through stalls, recovering from stalls, procedure turns and loops.
LEVEL 6 PREPARATION FOR SOLO FLIGHT
Once the student has mastered the basics of aircraft control in turns, climbs etc. more attention will be
paid to controlled take-offs and landings under different weather and wind conditions.
LEVEL 7 THE WINGS TEST
On completion of the program, the student will be required to perform a comprehensive flight to
demonstrate full control capability. This flight will be observed by two Wings Examiners and, if
successful, the student will be awarded his/her Wings and presented with a MAAC Pilot badge.
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LEVEL 1 GROUND SCHOOL
Ground school must be completed prior to any flying lesson. It may be available for several sessions. It
is important that students complete this level as soon as possible. Instructors will not be assigned to
students until they have completed the Ground School. The following will be addressed:
SAFETY
Field boundaries and “no-fly” zones. See pages 20 and 22)
Range checking
Importance of the session flight pattern.
Glow engines and electric motors
Batteries – radio and power pack
Propellers and prop nuts
Use of a tail restraint
Frequency Control
FIELD
No starting of engines in the pits
No flying over the pits or other designated areas
Observing the flight pattern (Left to Right or Right to Left, depending on wind direction)
Staying high and close
Importance of always looking at YOUR aircraft in flight
If anything feels “strange” tell your instructor. Land immediately.
ENGINES & MOTORS
Glow
Starting and tuning
Danger of “fiddling” with settings
Propellers and staying clear of them
Electric
Types
Batteries – condition, safe handling and effect of heat & cold
Motor controllers (ESC)
Transmitter on before connecting to Flight Pack
LiPo hazards and cell balance
Battery chargers.
Safety risk of electric motors relative to glow engines
RADIO
72 MHz and 2.4 GHz systems
Multi-model transmitters
Antennas, both transmitter and receiver
Range check
Analog and digital trims
AIRCRAFT
General types and flight characteristics of trainer type aircraft
Airfoils – flat bottom, semi symmetrical, symmetrical, under-cambered
Control Surfaces – Aileron, elevator, rudder and flaps
Wing form – Dihedral, cord etc.
Rubber bands – quantity, quality, deterioration etc.
Hinges
Centre of Gravity (CG). Importance and effect on flight characteristics
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LEVEL 2 PRE-FLIGHT CHECKS
At the beginning of each lesson, students must complete a pre-flight check. This check does not
guarantee a trouble free flight. It is nonetheless necessary to find most of the problems that are likely to
cause a fatal (to the aircraft) incident. The habit of performing a pre-flight check should continue once
the student has qualified as an R/C pilot.
1. BATTERIES
• The first check is the condition of the flight pack battery and the transmitter (Tx) battery.
Once the student has acquired the use of a free frequency (if using a 72MHz system) the
TX should be turned on and a reading of the voltage noted. If insufficient voltage is
available, no flight activity should follow. After determining the Tx battery is charged to
a safe level, the receiver (Rx) pack should be checked using an Expanded Scale Volt
Meter. This is best done before the wing is attached. Again if the Rx pack has
insufficient voltage, no flying should follow. For electric flyers, the Rx will normally
take power from the flight pack battery and the electronic speed controller (ESC) will cut
the power to the motor to ensure that there is power to the Rx.
2. WINGS AND FUSELAGE
• The aircraft should be put together with the wings firmly attached to the fuselage. The
correct number of elastic bands or correct number and type of wing bolts should be used.
The complete aircraft must be examined for wing warps, twists in the fuselage, warps in
the wings, loose engine mounts, propellers and spinners, buckled or bent undercarriage.
All the problems have to be fixed prior to any flying.
3. RANGE CHECK
• Radio transmitters differ, so it is important to find out from the Instruction Manual how
to operate yours in a low power "Range Check” mode. First ensure that the control
surfaces respond properly with the transmitter in the normal mode. When satisfied, the
transmitter must be put in the Power Down mode, then taken at least 100 feet (approx. 30
good paces) from the aircraft and all controls confirmed to work correctly. This basic
check ensures that the Rx end of the system is able to operate even when the signal is
weak.
In addition to this, an instructor may ask a student to perform a range check with the
engine running. This will ensure that vibration does not affect the operation of the radio.
Note that, if a buddy box is being used, it is essential to adjust the buddy box trims so that
the control surfaces and engine (motor) do not change when control is passed from the
main transmitter to the Buddy Box. A good reason to have your own Buddy Box.
4. STARTING ENGINE
• Take the airplane and the starting equipment to the designated starting area. Ensure there
are no obstacles in or around the airplane and spectators are behind the fence. Attach a
secure tail restraint. Inform any other close by pilots that you are going to start your
engine. Make sure that you have no loose clothing or equipment hanging which could
come into contact with a spinning propeller.
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UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES FLIP START AN ENGINE WITH BARE FINGERS.
Always use a chicken stick, a heavy glove or an electric starter.
5. FINAL CHECKS
• Before taxiing out to take off, the student should check the integrity and direction of all
control surfaces. The engine should be checked for reliable idling and a smooth
progression through the rpm range in both level and with the nose pointing up.
The airplane is now ready to be taxied out to the runway for take-off..
LEVEL 3 BASIC FLYING SKILLS
On completion of this level, the student will have learned some basic flying skills. This includes flying
level, making level right and left turns, climbs, descents and throttle control.
The student will first learn to control the aircraft in level flight. The instructor will taxi the aircraft to the
runway, take off and climb to a safe altitude before the student is allowed to take over the control. The
student will be given all basic instructions as the flight progresses i.e. right aileron/left aileron, up
elevator/down elevator and more throttle/less throttle. The student should follow these directions
without question at all times.
The instructor will have ultimate control of the aircraft through the buddy box system. He will clearly
indicate to the student whether he or the student has control, like "I have control", "you have control".
The instructor will take over control when the student appears to be in difficulties or appears distressed.
If no buddy box system is used the instructor must be allowed to take over the Tx without hindrance or
hesitation by the student. This is for safety purposes and for the good of the student’s aircraft.
By the end of this Level, the student should be able to perform the following maneuvers with complete
control of the aircraft:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right turn without losing or gaining altitude
Left turn without losing or gaining altitude
Gentle climb from about 100 ft. to 200 ft.
Gentle descents to previous altitude
A reasonable figure 8 maneuver
An oval flight pattern without losing or gaining altitude
Circuits in both a clockwise and an anti-clockwise direction.

When the instructor is satisfied with the student’s ability to perform the above maneuvers in a safe and
confident manner, the student may move on to the next level.

LEVEL 4 TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
a. By the time a student reaches this level, it is assumed that he/she can control the aircraft in
normal flight maneuvers to the total satisfaction of the instructor.
b. The student will learn to slowly taxi the aircraft from the starting area to the active runway.
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Under the guidance of the instructor the student will then taxi down the runway at high speed,
keeping the aircraft straight and on the ground. Before any take-off, the student should be able to
perform a high speed taxi reasonably well. If other flyers are waiting to use the active runway the
student must clear the area before making another attempt.
c. Once the above has been mastered, the student can now take-off climbing out at approx. a 15 to
30 degree angle. The student should try both left & right direction, though this will depend on
wind direction. The take-off roll should be smooth, throttle should be applied gradually and
directional control should not be jerky i.e. over controlled or over compensated.
d. The landing should be tried out at this stage. Landing is probably the most difficult and most
dangerous. The student should master the landing approach before actually attempting a touch
down. Make several low passes over the runway until totally comfortable with the approach.
Once the approach is mastered the student will then throttle back on the downwind leg before
turning crosswind.
a. On the final approach, both the throttle and the elevator should be used to control the
descent and the flaring of the aircraft.
b. During the whole landing procedure, the student should be able to maintain directional
stability using both rudder and ailerons.
c. The student should learn how to execute a successful touch and go with a roll of at least
three feet.
LEVEL 5 MORE ADVANCED MANEUVERS
At this stage, the student should be able to perform a solo flight while still on the "buddy box" or under
the strict direction of the instructor. The pre-flight check, engine starting, taxiing and taking-off, landing
approach and the landing itself should be done at least three times in a row to the total satisfaction of the
instructor before proceeding with Level 5.
1. The student will learn to recover from a self-induced stall. The aircraft should be taken to a safe
altitude and then turned into the wind. Throttle back to idle and put the aircraft into a slightly
nose up attitude to induce the stall. The student must then recover from the stall and regain
control of the aircraft.
2. The student should learn how to perform a procedural turn in both directions and a loop.
Maneuvers should be carried out at sufficient height in case of error.
3. A ‘dead stick” landing should be completed. This is a simulation of an engine failure, where the
model must be landed safely by gliding back to the field. This applies mainly to students flying
airplanes with glow engines, but is also a useful experience for electric flyers.
3. The student should now be ready for solo flight.

LEVEL 6 SOLO FLIGHT
This level allows the student to fly solo under the watchful eye of the instructor but without the benefit
of the "buddy box". The instructor will stand next to the student during this stage.
1. The student must carry out a pre-flight and a safety check without any input from the instructor,
prepare himself/herself and the aircraft for flight, start the engine and taxi out for a take-off.
2. The student will make a take-off roll and climb out at the prescribed angle. A procedural turn
(see note on page 14) will be made and the aircraft bought back in front of the student at a safe
distance. At the other end of the runway, the student will make another procedural turn and will
bring the aircraft around into the normal flight pattern for the day.
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3. Several circuits should be made in both directions and two figure 8 maneuvers should be
included. A reasonable loop should be performed on the downwind leg in front of the pilot.
During this stage of the flight, a self-induced stall and recovery should be made.
4. Three successful touch and goes should be performed and at least two full landings and taxi back
to the beginning of the runway for another take-off.
When the instructor is satisfied with the student’s performance at this level, the student will be put
forward for the Wings Test.
Note: A procedural turn is used to reverse the flight pattern. Typical application is when there is a
significant change in the wind direction such that landing in the flight pattern established at takeoff
would result in landing with a tail wind and thus greater ground speed. If this reversal is done when
other aircraft are in the air, the pilot must ensure that all other pilots are made aware

LEVEL 7 THE WINGS TEST
The Wings Test will be observed by two BRCM approved Instructors or other qualified club members.
The Wings Test consists of all stages at all levels covered. The examiners may however modify the test
for their own purposes.
The student’s instructor will normally be involved in the Wings Test in case there is anything the
examiners wish to confirm or discuss with him. The student must present the Record Sheet (page 25),
signed by his/her instructor. The examiners will date and sign the Record Sheet and return it to the
student, to be given to the Wings Director for the Club records.
Once the Wings Test has been successfully completed, the student will be presented with the MAAC
Wings “Pilot” badge. The instructor should inform the Wings Director of the outcome of the test and the
student will be presented with a Wings Certificate at the next scheduled club meeting.

ADVANCE FLIGHT TRAINING
Although the BRCM does not run an approved or organized Advanced Flight Training Program, it is
possible to get help to go beyond the basic Wings program.
The Club has a large number of extremely experienced R/C pilots who have progressed to National and
International levels of competition in several areas of the sport. We are lucky enough to have several
team Canada Modelers in Scale and several very accomplished pattern pilots. In addition there are some
members who don’t compete but are very capable aerobatics pilots. We also have the many 3D pilots
who excel in performing wild aerobatics.
Once you have completed the Wings program, ask your instructor for recommendation in regards of the
next step.
If it is the building techniques that you want to know, just attend the Club meetings during the winter
where there are often building seminars, or ask another club member for advice. There is a wealth of
experience and knowledge available to you within the club membership.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE BRCM EXECUTIVE
Now that you have read all of this manual and said to yourself "is it all worth the trouble", the answer is
a resounding YOU BETCHA !!! Although there are a lot of rules and regulations and some pretty severe
penalties for breaking them, you will see as you progress through the program that they are very
necessary. Also as you get used to them they lose some of their aggravation content and become like
second nature. Go to the flying field any day and watch the experienced pilots go through their safety
and pre-flight checks. They seem to do it without thinking and they usually have a trouble-free flight.
You will also notice that they always have fun even if they are unfortunate enough to have a crash.
Even the most experienced pilots have crashes, so do not be discouraged if your airplane becomes
damaged. Understanding what caused a crash is very useful information and learning how to make
repairs is useful and a valuable part of the modelling experience.
The hobby and sport of building and flying R/C airplanes is without a doubt one of the most rewarding
experiences you are likely to encounter. It is however not without its own moments. As mentioned,
crashes are an inevitable part of the hobby and can sometimes be very discouraging, but adherence to the
rules and safety precautions and building and maintaining a good model can minimize the eventuality of
crashes. Just ask some of the veterans how many flights they have on a particular airframe and watch the
pride they have in saying "hundreds". Minor damage can easily be repaired and there are always any
number of fellow pilots to suggest the best ways to perform these repairs.
Club nights during the winter help keep you in touch with what’s happening in the hobby and with your
fellow club members, many of whom will become firm friends. With a large number of members, many
want to put something back into the club (apart from membership fees) so they volunteer to cut grass, sit
on the executive, become instructors or simply help out at events or field work parties. Or you may
simply just want to come to the field to fly or talk about planes. That is OK! Just so long as you are
enjoying this wonderful hobby we share. That is what is most important.
From your club executive and for the membership. Welcome to the BRCM and to a very exciting
hobby.
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GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTORS

If the student is unable to arrange a time with you for two consecutive weeks, you may recommend that
he/she be placed at the end of the waiting list.
You are responsible for the control and safety of your student and for the student’s aircraft both on the
ground and in the air.
The final Wings Test must be witnessed by you and at least one other instructor.
Training evenings are assigned to a specific nights which become your primary night..
Instruction can occur any night but in the case of 3 instructors arriving at the field, the primary night
instructors will take precedence.
You may provide training at the weekend, but this will depend on the number of pilots who show up at
the field. It is not good from a safety position to have students airborne while other pilots are flying
more advanced aircraft.
Page 25 is a Record Sheet that the student should detach from this Guide and ensure that the information
is entered at the end of each training session. The Student should make sure that it is signed off by you,
the instructor. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that the record is maintained.
When the student has been awarded his pilot Wings, the record sheet(s) must be returned to the Wings
Director for Club records. Extra sheets are available from the Wings Director if required.
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WINGS INSTRUCTOR PREFLIGHT CHECK LIST
Some of the items listed below are specific to either Glow or Electric. Some depend on radio frequency.
Others are Universal.
1. MAAC Rules BRCM Rules
2. MAAC and BRCM membership cards, Wings Guide, Field etiquette - define: pit, start-up, flight line
and markers for field limits. For students on 72 MHz, frequency board, Tx rack and etiquette,
3. Announcements for “TAXI OUT”, "TAKING OFF", "LANDING" and going "ON THE FIELD".
4. Pre-flight battery checks - check with meter (eg. Hobbico volt meter).
5. Aircraft antenna - no knots or coils or chafing, keep away from metal rods and frames, can use aerial
tubes. For 2.4 GHz the antennae should be aligned according to the manufacturer’s rules.
6. Transmitter frequency pin (if using 72 MHz).
7. On-off switch away from exhaust.
8. Check control surfaces - correct and sufficient movement, dampen rod vibration.
9. Check servo operations - no binds, no interference from fuselage sides or other servos.
10. Servos secured, clevis secured - no metal to metal (3 styles: z bend, collar and screw, clevis).
11. Hinges - pull on hinge, can pin in place
12. Wheels aligned, free rolling and nose wheel travel kept to minimum.
13. Fuselage straight - watch those repairs.
14. Check wings for warp - check on flat surface.
15. Wing and tail incidence - check with meter sticks.
16. Elastic bands, effects of fuel and ultra violet light.
17. Centre of gravity.
18. Balance of aircraft - front to back, side to side.
19. Fin and stabilizer structure - securely attached.
20. Fuel tank, position, and klunk - hard arrivals bend klunk forward.
21. Fuel - best for that engine - synthetic, regular with castor oil.
22. Fuel line - no kinks, tight, 3 sizes, easily cut by tubing vibration.
23. Carb - adjustment - full/idle/off (set too hot or too lean will destroy an engine).
24. Engine bolts and mount - (the magical disappearing bolts).
25. Props for cracks - suggest APC or Mastercraft prop, wooden props shatter in the hands of amateurs.
26. Range check - 100 feet or 30 paces in Low Power Mode, then check positive movement of controls
to transmitter signals.
27. Muffler extensions - go to larger than the muffler opening..
28. Buddy box and cord. If possible, purchase your own buddy box of the same make as the
transmitter. This ensured that you are always available to fly and the trims on the transmitter and
buddy box are set. However, the controls and trim settings should always be checked before the first
flight of each session.
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Pre Flight Check List and Flight Etiquette

Radio

Engine Start and Run Up

Retrieve Transmitter From Impound Rack
Receiver Battery Fully Charged
Receiver Wiring & Connectors OK
Receiver Switch OK
Servos & Connectors OK
Transmitter Battery Charge (9.6 V minimum)
Receiver Antenna Not Damaged
Transmitter Antenna Clean and Tight
Control Sticks Smooth and Ends Tight

Pre-takeoff Checks Complete
Radio Trims Checked
Radio Switches (ie Rates) Checked
Engine Tuned and Running Well
Antenna Fully Extended
Check Taxi Way and Runway Clear
Call “Taxiing Out”
Check Upwind and Final Approach Zones
Clear
Call “Takeoff” To Other Pilots

Structure & Level
Climb Out And Flying

Structural Integrity Good
Center of Gravity Correct
Covering Secure
Wing Properly Mounted and Secured
Horizontal and Vertical Stabilizers Secure
Landing Gear Straight and Secure
Engine and Engine Mount Secure

Stay in a Standard Circuit With Others
Call Changes in Patterns or Intentions
Call Emergencies (ie. Dead Stick)
Call For Help, If You Need It

Pre Landing

Mechanical
Hinges Secure and Flexible
Servo Mounts Secure
Servos Not Binding
Servo Arm Screw In Place and Secure
Control Horns Checked
Push Rods or Cables Checked
Clevises and Z Bends Checked
Bel Cranks Secure
Control Surfaces Free With Minimal Free Play
Throttle Linkage OK
Carburetor Secure
Propeller Undamaged and Balanced
Propeller Nut (very!) Tight
Engine Turns Over OK
Fuel Tank Filled

Check That The Field Is Clear
Call “Landing”
Slow Your Plane Down
Make A Safe Approach At The Correct Altitude
Try to Set Down On The First Third Of Runway
Exit The Runway ASAP
Call If You Have To Enter The Active Field

Shut Down
Taxi No Closer Than 25 Feet From The Pits
Shut Down Engine
Turn Off Receiver
Turn Off Transmitter
Collapse Transmitter Antenna
Remove Frequency Pin From Board
Impound Transmitter
Place Airplane Back Into The Pits

Radio Operation

Other Necessary Announcements

Pin on Frequency Control Board (72 MHz only)
Radio Range Check
Control Surface Deflection Check
Control Surface Direction Check

If for any reason your aircraft is out on the field
and immobile due to a mechanical failure or
a crash, verify that no other aircraft is about to
land or take-off, then call “On the field”. When
safely back, call “Clear”.
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THIS CHART REFERS ONLY TO THE OLD 72 MHz FREQUENCIES. The current
2.4 GHz radios do not require frequency control
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B.R.C.M. CODE of SAFETY and ETIQUETTE
Based on Revision 4.1.1 February 2012
Preamble:
BRCM is a MAAC affiliated club and nobody is permitted to fly at either field without current BRCM and
MAAC membership, unless as a guest (see Field Rule 2)
The Bayview “Model Airport” and Bronte Creek airfield are maintained for the exclusive use of BRCM. club
members. Adherence to the BRCM. Code of Safety and Etiquette and the MAAC Safety Code will help ensure
continued use of these fields. Disregard of the Rules, Code of Safety and Etiquette or MAAC Safety Code can
result in disciplinary action being taken against the offender by the Club Executive.
Field Rules:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

New members are not authorized to fly until having successfully completed a check-out flight observed
by a qualified club member or, if new to the hobby, joining the Wings Program
Guests, provided that they are current MAAC members, or members of a recognized foreign authority,
may fly up to three times a year as guests of a BRCM member.
Transmitters (except those on 2.4 GHz) must be impounded upon arrival at the flying field.
Users of 72mHz radios must place a pin on the Frequency Board before switching on the transmitter.
Users of 2.4gHz systems are not required to use a pin.
No aircraft shall be allowed to fly at either field if it's noise level is above 85db at 7 metres. Jet aircraft
may be excepted. The Club has a decibel meter and Karl Gross is the custodian and operator.
No aircraft may be operated outside of the posted flying hours. Electric powered models are not exempt
from this regulation.
Starting of engines must only be done in the designated starting areas. Engines shall not be run in the pits
or in the spectator area.
Running engines shall be attended at all times. The use of a tail restraint system is mandatory.
Observe and adhere to all posted air space limits. No-fly zones shall not be violated under any
circumstances.
All aircraft, regardless of type, must follow the traffic pattern when multiple planes are in the air at the
same time. Wind direction will dictate this pattern.
High-speed passes and aerobatics must be beyond the active runway.
Taxiing behind the line of pilot stations is forbidden.
There shall be no flying while field maintenance activities are taking place.
The maximum number of aircraft allowed in the air at any time is five at Bayview and four at Bronte
Pilots who have not yet received their Wings shall not operate an aircraft unless under the direction of a
qualified instructor

Field Etiquette:
For the benefit of all members, pilots should follow these directives:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Vehicles should not be left in the unloading zone any longer than absolutely necessary.
All transmitters except 2.4 GHz should be returned to the impound and pins removed promptly from the
frequency board after each flight.
Aircraft and associated gear should be returned to the general pit area after each flight.
Flying alone is strongly discouraged. If something goes wrong, help may be needed and in serious cases
a witness to the event can be invaluable.
Avoid talking to or otherwise distracting pilots when they are operating an aircraft.
Members should discourage non-members from entering the Pit or Start-Up areas for safety reasons.
Adequate trashcans are provided – do not litter.
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FLYING HOURS:
These are posted at the fields but may change. At the time this Guide was written they were:
Bayview: 8:00am Weekdays and Saturday, 10:00am Sundays. These hours apply to all aircraft, including electric
powered.
Bronte Creek Park: Flying is allowed during any hours that the park is open, which are posted at the gate and are
usually 8:00 am to dusk, seven days a week.

EXTRACT FROM MAAC SAFETY CODE
The complete code is available on the MAAC.ca website
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Please complete, sign, detach and return this page to the Wings Director at or before the
start of your Ground School session.

As a student of the wings program, you are required to sign the agreement below.

Student name (print): ________________________________

I, ____________________________________________________ have read The Wings Guide
and agree to abide by the Burlington Radio Control Modeling Club rules and the
Model Aeronautical Association of Canada (MAAC) rules.
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